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  Tar Heel Traveler Scott Mason,2013-10-01 A blend of oral history and memoir with a good dose of
quirky humor, the Tar Heel Traveler is a celebratory look at the people and places of North Carolina.
Mason is the TV reporter—the Tar Heel Traveler—who journeys across North Carolina profiling colorful
characters and out-of-the-way places.
  Carolina Built Kianna Alexander,2022-02-22 This “exuberant celebration of Black women’s joy as well
as their achievements” (Kate Quinn, New York Times bestselling author) novelizes the life of real estate
magnate Josephine N. Leary in a previously untold story of passion, perseverance, and building a legacy
after emancipation in North Carolina. Josephine N. Leary is determined to build a life of her own and a
future for her family. When she moves to Edenton, North Carolina, from the plantation where she was
born, she is free, newly married, and ready to follow her dreams. As the demands of life pull Josephine’s
attention away, it becomes increasingly difficult for her to pursue her real estate aspirations. She finds
herself immersed in deepening her marriage, mothering her daughters, and being a dutiful daughter and
granddaughter. Still, she manages to teach herself to be a businesswoman, to manage her finances, and to
make smart investments in the local real estate market. But with each passing year, it grows more and
more difficult to focus on building her legacy from the ground up. “Filled with passion and perseverance,
Josephine Leary is frankly a woman that everyone should know” (Sadeqa Johnson, author of Yellow Wife)
and her story speaks to the part of us that dares to dream bigger, tear down whatever stands in our way,
and build something better for the loved ones we leave behind.
  Lies That Bind Amanda Lamb,2021-05-25 Maddie Arnette has built her whole life around the narrative
that her father murdered her mother. When a woman in the grocery store claims that Maddie's father did
not kill her mother, the revelation forces the journalist toward a reckoning. Is it possible that her father has
sat in prison for almost forty years for a crime he did not commit? And if he didn't do it, who did? Maddie
barely has time to absorb this earth-shattering news when she is called to report on what appears to be a
suicide. Tilly Dawson is found shot to death on her driveway, a gun by her side. But right away something
about the situation doesn't feel right to Maddie. Before long, the tough television reporter finds herself
delving once more into a dark world of violence, secrets, and intrigue. This time around Maddie must put
her own life on the line to guarantee that the truth will prevail.
  The Reagan Moment Jonathan R. Hunt,Simon Miles,2021-12-15 In The Reagan Moment, the ideas,
events, strategies, trends, and movements that shaped the 1980s are revealed to have had lasting effects on
international relations: The United States went from a creditor to a debtor nation; democracy crested in East
Asia and returned to Latin America; the People's Republic of China moved to privatize, decentralize, and
open its economy; Osama bin Laden founded Al Qaeda; and relations between Washington and Moscow
thawed en route to the Soviet Union's dissolution. The Reagan Moment places US foreign relations into
global context by examining the economic, international, and ideational relationships that bound
Washington to the wider world. Editors Jonathan R. Hunt and Simon Miles bring together a cohort of
scholars with fresh insights from untapped and declassified global sources to recast Reagan's pivotal years in
power. Contributors: Seth Anziska, James Cameron, Elizabeth Charles, Susan Colbourn, Michael De Groot,
Stephanie Freeman, Christopher Fuller, Flavia Gasbarri, Mathias Haeussler, William Inboden, Mark
Atwood Lawrence, Elisabeth Mariko Leake, Melvyn P. Leffler, Evan D. McCormick, Jennifer Miller,
David Painter, Robert Rakove, William Michael Schmidli, Sarah Snyder, Lauren Frances Turek, James
Wilson
  Mommy’s Big, Red Monster Truck Alison Paul Klakowicz,2018-11-09 Every kid knows that mommies
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are the greatest. They feed us and take care of us and love us with all their hearts. But did you know they
are also so cool! One little boy sure does. His mommy drives a big, red monster truck, and it's awesome! It
bounces and smashes and takes them on amazing adventures all over the country. In her truck, they can do
anything and go anywhere, and best of all ... they do it together!
  Life on Pandemic Ave Ryan Markley,2021-08-05 Life on Pandemic Ave can be difficult. In this
beautifully illustrated keep-sake children's book by 17 year old Ryan Olivia Markley, we peek into the
homes of children in the neighborhood who, in different ways, try to be safe, creative, and kind. In
addition to the story, the book contains reflection questions, space to journal memories, and a page to draw
or attach pictures. A portion of the proceeds will be donated to causes related mental health and
teacher/educational support in public schools.
  Tips from the TV Lady Valonda Calloway,2020-10-28 TAKE YOUR SOCIAL MEDIA VIDEOS, VIDEO
CONFERENCING, AND IN-PERSON PRESENTATIONS TO THE NEXT LEVEL When Covid-19
struck, the world of work, learning, and connecting moved almost exclusively online for people all over
the world. A lot of us were not prepared. Everything from bad lighting to unflattering makeup to poor
clothing choices was on full display on Facebook, Zoom, and TV news. But it's ok. You don't know what
you don't know. Tips From The TV Lady is here to change that. Author Valonda Calloway shares what
she's learned over her 20 plus years in front of the camera as a news anchor, reporter, host, and
spokesperson. Her book provides practical tips for improving how you look and communicate, whether it's
in front of a web camera or in person. She also shares personal stories that will make you laugh out loud to
illustrate her points. Valonda takes you on a journey that will help you:-Understand why certain colors and
patterns distract from your message -See why everybody needs makeup, including men-Choose the best
chair, lighting and background for virtual engagement-Locate the best spot in your home for optimal audio
and video quality
  I Love You to God and Back Amanda Lamb,2013-02-04 Show your precious little ones how much you
love them . . . with every bedtime prayer. Everyone loves a sweet bedtime story—and this one has the
added bonus of teaching children a lifestyle of healthy prayer. Starting with sweet and silly text about
bedtime routines—teeth brushing, story time, and one more glass of water—this delightful book will then
teach children how to pray: love God, ask Him for forgiveness, thank Him for many blessings, and offer
requests. Throughout the bedtime rituals, Mommy and Baby giggle as they play a game to describe how
much they love each other. This unique story will make bedtime prayers a real learning and bonding
experience for parents and children. This complement to Amanda’s beautiful book for grown-ups is a
perfect bedtime book for parents and children.
  UNC A to Z Nicholas Graham,Cecelia Moore,2020-03-11 Covering everything from the Old Well to the
Speaker Ban and more, UNC A to Z is a concise, easy-to-read introduction to the nation's first public
university, the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Perfect for new students getting to know the
campus or alumni who want to learn more about their alma mater, this richly illustrated reference contains
more than 350 entries packed with fascinating facts, interesting stories, and little-known histories of the
people, places, and events that have shaped the Carolina we know today. With histories of campus
buildings like Old East, gathering places like the Pit, and the many student traditions like the Cardboard
Club, the Cake Race, and High Noon, UNC A to Z is the book every Tar Heel will want to keep close at
hand.
  The Innovator's Spirit Chuck Swoboda,2020-05-05 2021 Axiom Business Book Award Winner in
Business Intelligence/Innovation Innovation isn't optional—it's imperative Everyone wants to create new
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products and services, find new customers and markets, stay ahead of the competition, and work smarter
instead of harder. Yet with all the focus and attention on innovation, the term has become an overused
buzzword rather than a real, tangible concept. If you want to seriously pursue innovation—you need to
strip away the hype. Real innovators need to transcend the existing ideas, rules, and patterns to discover
exciting new outcomes. They must step outside the best practice box and get their hands dirty. The spirit
of a true innovator is rooted in wanting to do something that has never been done before, to solve problems
that have never been solved, and to run through walls and leap over tall buildings to get there. In The
Innovator’s Spirit, author Chuck Swoboda—retired chairman and CEO of Cree, a company that
fundamentally changed the way people experience light and drove the obsolescence of the Edison light
bulb—explains that innovation is fundamentally about people and shows his readers how to develop a
mindset of creativity, risk-taking, and hard work. He also instills in them a belief that there is always a
better way.
  Deadly Dose Amanda Lamb,2008-06-03 The crime was unforgivable. The suspected
murderer—unbelievable. One man’s pursuit of justice—unstoppable. The death of promising young
pediatric AIDS researcher Eric Miller stunned the Raleigh, North Carolina, community, largely because of
the horrific way he was killed. For months, Eric was slowly tortured as arsenic consumed his body. No one
thought that Eric Miller’s wife, Ann—an attractive, demure, educated scientist—could be capable of such a
horrible crime. No one except for veteran homicide investigator Chris Morgan, a man in the twilight of his
career. But from the moment Morgan saw the thirty-year-old widow in the interview room at the police
department, he knew he was seeing pure evil. Now, journalist Amanda Lamb details Morgan’s dogged
investigation—a quest for the truth that would last four years and see another life taken before Ann
Miller’s tangled web of death and deceit finally came to light.
  Clark Little Clark Little,2022-04-05 Instagram sensation Clark Little shares his most remarkable
photographs from inside the breaking wave, with a foreword by world surfing champion Kelly Slater.
“One of the world’s most amazing water photographers . . . Now we get to experience up-close these
moments of bliss.”—Jack Johnson, musician and environmentalist Surfer and photographer Clark Little
creates deceptively peaceful pictures of waves by placing himself under the deadly lip as it is about to hit
the sand. Clark's view is a rare and dangerous perspective of waves from the inside out. Thanks to his
uncanny ability to get the perfect shot--and live to share it--Little has garnered a devout audience, been the
subject of award-winning documentaries, and become one of the world's most recognizable wave
photographers. Clark Little: The Art of Waves compiles over 150 of his images, including crystalline
breaking waves, the diverse marine life of Hawaii, and mind-blowing aerial photography. This collection
features his most beloved pictures, as well as work that has never been published in book form, with
Little's stories and insights throughout. Journalist Jamie Brisick contributes essays on how Clark gets the
shot, how waves are created, swimming with sharks, and more. With a foreword by eleven-time world
surfing champion Kelly Slater and an afterword by the author on his photographic practice and technique,
Clark Little: The Art of Waves offers a rare view of the wave for us to enjoy from the safety of land.
  Creating the Vietnam Veterans Memorial Robert W. Doubek,2015-06-18 Since its dedication in 1982,
the Vietnam Veterans Memorial has become an American cultural icon symbolizing the war in Vietnam--
the defining experience of the Baby Boom generation. The black granite wall of names is one of the most
familiar media images associated with the war, and after three decades the memorial remains one of the
nation's most visited monuments. While the memorial has enjoyed broad acceptance by the American
public, its origins were both humble and contentious. A grassroots effort launched by veterans with no
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funds, the project was completed in three and a half years. But an emotional debate about aesthetics and the
interpretation of heroism, patriotism and history nearly doomed the project. Written from an insider's
perspective, this book tells the complete story of the memorial's creation amid Washington politics, a
nationwide design competition and the heated controversy over the winning design and its creator.
  Evil Next Door Amanda Lamb,2010-04-06 A brutal murder. An abundance of DNA evidence. A three-
and-a-half year search for a killer who was always so close-yet untouchable. After the rape and murder of
Raleigh, North Carolina, resident Stephanie Bennett, police had ample DNA evidence. They also had a
suspect: the man next door. But for more than three years, he eluded them by refusing to hand over a
DNA sample, wiping down anything he touched and even planting decoy samples. This is the gripping
story of how a team of detectives finally tripped him up-and brought closure to an innocent young
woman's family.
  News for the Rich, White, and Blue Nikki Usher,2021-07-06 As cash-strapped metropolitan
newspapers struggle to maintain their traditional influence and quality reporting, large national and
international outlets have pivoted to serving readers who can and will choose to pay for news, skewing
coverage toward a wealthy, white, and liberal audience. Amid rampant inequality and distrust, media
outlets have become more out of touch with the democracy they purport to serve. How did journalism end
up in such a predicament, and what are the prospects for achieving a more equitable future? In News for
the Rich, White, and Blue, Nikki Usher recasts the challenges facing journalism in terms of place, power,
and inequality. Drawing on more than a decade of field research, she illuminates how journalists decide
what becomes news and how news organizations strategize about the future. Usher shows how newsrooms
remain places of power, largely white institutions growing more elite as journalists confront a shrinking
job market. She details how Google, Facebook, and the digital-advertising ecosystem have wreaked havoc
on the economic model for quality journalism, leaving local news to suffer. Usher also highlights how the
handful of likely survivors—well-funded media outlets such as the New York Times—increasingly appeal
to a global, “placeless” reader. News for the Rich, White, and Blue concludes with a series of provocative
recommendations to reimagine journalism to ensure its resiliency and its ability to speak to a diverse set of
issues and readers.
  Futureface Alex Wagner,2019-01-08 From the host of MSNBC’s Alex Wagner Tonight, “a rich and
revealing memoir” (The New York Times) about her travels around the globe to solve the mystery of her
ancestry, confronting the question at the heart of the American experience of immigration, race, and
identity: Who are my people? “A thoughtful, beautiful meditation on what makes us who we are . . . and
the values and ideals that bind us together as Americans.”—Barack Obama The daughter of a Burmese
mother and a white American father, Alex Wagner grew up thinking of herself as a “futureface”—an
avatar of a mixed-race future when all races would merge into a brown singularity. But when one family
mystery leads to another, Wagner’s post-racial ideals fray as she becomes obsessed with the specifics of her
own family’s racial and ethnic history. Drawn into the wild world of ancestry, she embarks upon a quest
around the world—and into her own DNA—to answer the ultimate questions of who she really is and
where she belongs. The journey takes her from Burma to Luxembourg, from ruined colonial capitals with
records written on banana leaves to Mormon databases, genetic labs, and the rest of the twenty-first-
century genealogy complex. But soon she begins to grapple with a deeper question: Does it matter? Is our
enduring obsession with blood and land, race and identity, worth all the trouble it’s caused us? Wagner
weaves together fascinating history, genetic science, and sociology but is really after deeper stuff than her
own ancestry: in a time of conflict over who we are as a country, she tries to find the story where we all
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belong. Praise for Futureface “Smart, searching . . . Meditating on our ancestors, as Wagner’s own story
shows, can suggest better ways of being ourselves.”—Maud Newton, The New York Times Book Review
“Sincere and instructive . . . This timely reflection on American identity, with a bonus exposé of DNA
ancestry testing, deserves a wide audience.”—Library Journal “The narrative is part Mary Roach–style
participation-heavy research, part family history, and part exploration of existential loneliness. . . . The
journey is worth taking.”—Kirkus Reviews “[A] ruminative exploration of ethnicity and identity . . .
Wagner’s odyssey is an effective riposte to anti-immigrant politics.”—Publishers Weekly
  The Year of the Perfect Christmas Tree Gloria Houston,2009-07-10 Ruthie and her mother wonder
how they will fulfill their obligation of getting the perfect Christmas tree to the town for the holiday
celebration, since Papa has left the Appalachian area to go to war.
  Escaping Viet Nam Harriet Hill,H'Yoanh Buonya,2013 A naturalized U.S. citizen, H'Yoanh Ksor
Buonya was a Montagnard refugee from the Central Highlands of Vietnam, near the Jarai village of Cheo
Reo. Escaping Viet Nam - H'Yoanh's Story is a survival saga beyond the imagination. Shortly after
childbirth, her mother died, and relatives cared for her until she was four, when they placed her in a
Catholic orphanage/school. Education became most important in her life, but in 1975, at the age of 16, she
found it necessary to follow other Montagnards into the jungles of the Highlands to escape persecution by
the North Vietnamese Army/Viet Cong. From 1975 to her arrival in North Carolina in November 1986,
H'Yoanh faced starvation, danger, death and incredible hardships resulting from the potential capture by
Pol Pot's genocidal regime. Even though her faith was tested, she believes that angels were with her
through the darkest of times.
  All Fall Down Jennifer Weiner,2015-04-07 Allison Weiss has a great job, a handsome husband, an
adorable daughter and a secret. Allison Weiss is a typical working mother, trying to balance a business,
aging parents, a demanding daughter, and a marriage. But when the website she develops takes off, she
finds herself challenged to the point of being completely overwhelmed. Her husband's becoming distant,
her daughter's acting spoiled, her father is dealing with early Alzheimer's, and her mother's barely dealing
at all. As she struggles to hold her home and work life together, and meet all of the needs of the people
around her, Allison finds that the painkillers she was prescribed for a back injury help her deal with more
than just physical discomfort. However, when Allison's use gets to the point that she can no longer control.
or hide it, she ends up in a world she never thought she'd experience outside of a movie theater: rehab.
Amid the teenage heroin addicts, the alcoholic grandmothers, the barely-trained recovery coaches, and the
counselors who seem to believe that one mode of recovery fits all, Allison struggles to get her life back on
track, even as she's convincing herself that she's not as bad off as the women around her.
  My Grandma's Backyard Miles Rabun,William Rabun,2007 The authors describe what their Grandma's
backyard is like.
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